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Prof. Boulton



The August 2016 intake and the January 2017 intake completed the following review courses: The Numerical Solution of Differential Equations (Lyonell Boulton, Heriot -Watt University); Algebraic Biology (Matt Macauley, Clemson University) and Intro to Quantum Field Theory (Robert de Mello Koch, Witwatersrand University). The August intake students are now busy with their research projects.



Prof. de Mello Koch



As part of the student’s communications lectures, Dr Michelle Lochner, a researcher based in the AIMS South Africa Research Centre gave a talk to students about the importance effective communication has played in her career with a specific focus on her FAMELAB success. It was an excellent, inspiring talk! One of the highlights that really struck a



Dr Lochner



cord was when she said that Africa is starved of scientists who can communicate their work effectively and thus they (the students) will receive attention for their work if they fill this void, unlike overseas where there are many excellent science communicators regularly consulted by media.



67 Teachers attend Mathematical Thinking Course



MT27 teachers, teaching assistants and lecturers



AIMSSEC hosted the 27th Mathematical Thinking residential course at Cape Academy in Tokai, Cape Town, from the 3-13 April. 67 teachers from across South



www.aims.ac.za



Africa spent 10 days consolidating their mathematical content knowledge, and practising learner -centred strategies for teaching. In addition to the AIMSSEC team,



the course was facilitated by volunteers from both South Africa and the United Kingdom. Continued on page 3.
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Research Centre updates Journal Club



Operations Research talk On 12 April, Prof. Felix MoraCamino, ENAC, Toulouse, France gave a talk titled:



‘Advances in Operations Research for Air Transportation Planning and Operations.’



On 4 April, Dr Diptarup Nandi, Indian Institute of Science, gave a talk titled: ‘A sensory ecological perspective on mate sampling strategies: Models and an empirical test.’ Dr Nandi



On 11 April, Mr Kossi Etekpo, AIMS and UCT, gave a talk titled: ‘Numerical solution of subsurface reservoir simulation.’ Mr Etekpo



Prof. Mora-Camino



Visiting researchers On 18 April, Dr Gaston Kuzamunu Mazandu, AIMS, gave a talk titled: ‘Can mathematical sciences change the state of the battle against communicable and non-communicable diseases?’



Dr Mazandu



On 25 April, Dr Alberto Cazzaniga, AIMS, gave a talk titled: ‘The ADE classification and related invariants.’



Dr Chere



Dr Cazzaniga



Researcher talk Dr Alberto Cazzaniga, a postdoctoral fellow in the AIMS South Africa Research Centre gave a talk at the University of



the Witwatersrand on 21 April titled: ‘Higher rank refined DT invariants and Geometric Engineering.’



Big Data Africa Summer School Prof. Bruce Bassett, head of the Cosmology Group at AIMS South Africa and Dr PierreYves Lablanche, a postdoctoral fellow in the Cosmology Group attended the Big Data Africa Summer School organised by the SKA and SAMRC and held in Cape Town from 2 to 12 April. Prof. Bassett was an invited lecturer and Dr Lablanche was there as part of the facilitator’s
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team helping students on the various projects proposed during the school. He mainly worked with the students on the SETI data analysis. Dr Bubacarr Bah, the German Research Chair at AIMS South Africa, and Ms Innocenter Amima, a Research Master’s student, also attended the workshop.



Dr Zintl



In April the AIMS South Africa Research Centre welcomed the following visiting researchers;  Dr Nega Arega Chere, affiliated with Addis Ababa University. He completed his PhD in Mathematics (Algebra) at University of Pretoria and is currently in the Mathematics department of the University of Addis Ababa. His current research is on residuation and topologising of filters on rings of continuous real valued functions. His visit was from 3 April - 2 May 2017.  Dr Joerg Zintl, affiliated with the University of Kaiserslautern, Germany. His research area is in Algebraic Geometry. He arrived on 21 April 2017 and will also be lecturing a course to the Master’s students before his departure on 6 June 2017.



Alumni news Moussa Thiam, an AIMS alumnus currently at the University of Ottawa has qualified for the national finals in Canada for the ‘Ma Thèse en 180 secondes’ competition. For more information go to http:// www.acfas.ca/prix-concours/ ma-these-en-180-secondes/ finale-nationale
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Network meeting



Mathematical Thinking course continued ... The volunteers generously gave up their time to help narrow the gap in mathematics education throughout the country. Five of these volunteers were AIMSSEC alumni, and one was an AIMS South Africa alumnus (Frieda Geldenhuys, Honours in Biomathematics, 2015).



Meeting participants



Members of the AIMS-NEI Academic and Scientific Advisory Council met at the Secretariat Office in Kigali on 20 - 21 April, 2017. This meeting was attended by academic representatives from each of the AIMS centres and was an opportunity to review and advise on the training, research and public engagement activities of the



network. There was enthusiastic support for growth and establishment of AIMS in Rwanda. Key to the work of AIMS is strong involvement with the local education and STEM environment and a fruitful roundtable discussion was held with local and international representatives in Kigali.



Giveback community service



The following students took part in the Muizenberg beach clean up on 1 April: Bashirat Omobolaji Abdullahi; Nihal Bahaa Anwer Razk; Tawakalt



Abosede Alade; Ehsan Khalid Nasr Elameen; Exavery Philemon Enock; Felix Silwimba and Timothy Kiprotich Langat.



The course was a success – most of the teachers work in highly disadvantaged schools, and we believe this course has helped them to improve their



teaching strategies, allowing their learners to progress further in mathematics. One teacher left us with this kind endorsement: “I will spread the word and recommend this exciting program – Mathematical Thinking – so that we see more educators coming to get this A-class information in order to uplift the level of maths pass rate in our school and South Africa at large.” Zamokwakhe D Zulu (KwaZulu-Natal)



AIMSSEC creates links with key educational organisations During AIMSSEC’s recent Mathematical Thinking residential, several NGOs visited to get a feel for the course and explore ways they could work with AIMSSEC in future. One of these was Partners for Possibility (PFP), an organisation that matches principals and business leaders together, to improve leadership skills within school management. AIMSSEC and PFP are keen to work together, and a School Leadership Forum has been planned for 18 May. Sinobia Kenny will represent AIMSSEC as one of the two guest speakers. Mpilo Khumalo and Sean Wilson of the South African Education and Environment Project (SAEP) also visited. SAEP



provides educational support to the youth, primarily in Philippi Township. Mpilo is an AIMSSEC alumnus, and we are happy to hear of his commitment to giving back to the community one of AIMSSEC’s core values and objectives. As a result of this connection, both organisations will be collaborating during National Science Week in August. In addition to NGO visits, Janis Solomons, the mathematics subject advisor (Metro Central) from the Western Cape Education Department (WCED), came to support the seven teachers from her district enrolled on the course, and to discuss with AIMSSEC how to foster a partnership to further school support in the district.



Staff news AIMS South Africa welcomed Ms Tamsyn Seramie, who joins us an intern for six months to assist the administrative department with workshops, events and administration. Ms Seramie
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Network News AIMS takes Africa on a quantum leap into science Extract: ‘AIMS’ new centre in Rwanda offers a model many of our organisations, and many entrepreneurs, can follow. It’s an exciting endeavour creating a quantum leap for the continent. But it should also make us ask hard questions about what we deem important and what we talk about…’ To view the full article please click here http:// www.cnbcafrica.com/news/2017/04/12/quantum_leap/



Announcements Applications for Teaching Assistants for the 2017-2018 academic year commencing in August 2017 are now open. AIMS South Africa needs a dedicated group of advanced students and academics as tutors for its academic year, to assist in its exciting teaching programme. For more information and to apply please visit https://www.nexteinstein.org/apply/teaching-assistants/?lang=en Applications close when all positions are filled. Enquiries please contact Prof. Jeff Sanders, Academic Director of AIMS ([email protected])



The AIMS South Africa Public Lecture Series presents a talk ‘Excursions into Signal Processing Research and its Applications’ By Dr Arlene Cole-Rhodes, Professor of Electrical & Computer Engineering at Morgan State University, Maryland, USA Bio and abstract: Since January, Prof Cole-Rhodes has been spending a one-semester period of sabbatical leave at the Carnegie Mellon University - Africa campus in Rwanda. Her research interests span the areas of image and video processing, robotics and autonomous vehicles, as well as equalization algorithms for wireless communications. She has a BSc (Hons) degree in Applied Mathematics from the Warwick University, and an M.Phil. degree in Control Engineering from Cambridge University, UK. Her PhD. in Electrical Engineering & Computer Science is from the University of California, Berkeley, USA. She will present the areas of her research over her professional career, with a focus on its mathematical foundations. Date: Tuesday 9 May 2017 Time: 18:45 for 19:00 Cost: Free Venue: African Institute for Mathematical Sciences 6 Melrose Road, Muizenberg



SETI Skills Development Workshop This workshop will be hosted at AIMS South Africa from 3 to 7 July 2017. The workshop is presented by SKA SA in collaboration with Berkeley SETI Research Centre and the Breakthrough Listen Initiatives. Participants will be introduced to the challenges affecting all new astronomy projects, such as incredible challenges in weak signal detection, data and image processing, as well as big data online processing. Topics covered: - Introduction to SETI research - Observation methodology - Signal processing and identification - Machine learning and big data processing - Hands-on projects to challenge participant’s problem solving skills Intended audience: The workshop will be focused toward Masters and early Doctoral students from across varied disciplines including all applied sciences, space sciences, computer science and engineering departments at tertiary and research institutes. Prior astronomy research experience is not a prerequisite. It is, however, essential that the student participants have some experience with using Linux, possess basic Python programming skills and have a well defined mathematical base. Application: For more information please visit https://sites.google.com/ aims.ac.za/setiskillsworkshop Important dates: Application deadline: 17 May 2017
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